These are “red flags” that need to be sent to the Export Control Office (ECO) at exportcontrol@unc.edu for review. This does not necessarily mean that there are export controls on your project, only that there may be restrictions requiring the ECO to make a determination if the project needs to be managed as a restricted effort.

The “red flags” identified may come up at a variety of points during the project or interaction. These need to be kept in mind at all stages!

**PARTIES INVOLVED**
- Any Interaction with a T5 Country*
- Prohibited Party
- International Travel
- Foreign Visitors to a UNC Facility
- Foreign Sponsor, Consultants or Collaborators

**TANGIBLE ITEMS & TECHNOLOGY**
- Received From a 3rd Party or the Sponsor
- High risk end use items
- Physical items (these are always controlled, but do not always require a license)
- Military end use
- Shipping to a location outside of the United States

**ACCESS RESTRICTIONS**
- Restrictions on publication, information or data
- Restrictions on participation by any specific group of people
- NIST, FISMA, encryption, or other data security requirements
- Project or item is covered under a CDA/ NDA/ MTA

* Visit us at research.unc.edu/export-control for more information

HOW CAN WE HELP?
Export Control Office

Visit us at: research.unc.edu/export-control/
Email us at: ExportControl@unc.edu

Laurel C. Dean, JD
Export Compliance Officer
919.962.4102
laureld@unc.edu